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SOCIOLOGY OF HEALTH

This course intends to introduce the learners to the social construction of health and
the approaches to understand the health and illness. It looks at health from the
sociological point of view by looking into the social inequalities in health status and
social stigma of various physical conditions. Sociology of health course is designed
in such a way that it covers a range of theoretical and empirical perspectives that
help provide an explanation to the existing inequalities in health sector globally and
India in particular. The course is delivered in terms of four Blocks comprising fifteen
Units. Block 1 intends to define basic concepts of Sociology of health like health,
disease, pain, illness. Block 2 is about different sociological perspectives on
sociology of health. Block 3 attempts to explain the public health approach in
colonial and post-colonial India. And last Block i.e. Block 4 deals with health and
healthcare services in India.

Course Objectives




To introduce basic concepts related to Sociology of health such as health,
disease, illness, sickness, individual pain, social suffering, healing;
To explain various theoretical perspectives in sociology of health;
To analyze different the healthcare policies and programmes in India

Course Outcomes
After completing this course, the learner will be able to:





explain the concepts of disease & health, illness & sickness, ability &
disability, pain & suffering, morality & religion,;
Get through various theoretical explanations leading to Functionalist,
Marxist, Feminist, Post-Modernist and Subaltern perspectives in sociology of
health;
Discuss different issues like inequality in health care, colonizing the body
through western medicine, primary health care approach, and privatization of
health care, accessibility and affordability of essential medicines.

BLOCK 1 : SOCIOLOGY OF HEALTH: BASIC
CONCEPTS AND APPROACHES
This is the first Block of the course ‘Sociology of Health’. In this block, basic
concepts such as health, disease, illness, sickness, individual pain, social suffering,
healing etc. are introduced to the learners. While each of this concept appear merely
as a commonsensical and simpler term, they have deeper meanings within the subdiscipline `sociology of health’. Illness and sickness are two inter related concepts
where individual perception of illness influence the social definition of sickness and
vice versa. Studying illness and sickness opens a wider area of the relationship
between medicine and health. This Block consists of four Units. Unit 1 presents the
concepts like health, disease and illness and describes how health and disease are
understood as a multi-causal phenomenon and as the composite outcome of social,
economic, political, ecological and cultural factors. Unit 2 provides an insight about
ability and disability within academic discourse. Unit 3 highlights the concepts of
individual pain and social suffering. The unit also gives an insight about what
happens to the pain that defies the language and the social and political contexts?
Unit 4 attempts to explain the relationship of religion and scientific medicine as part
of the healing system, and religious idea about wellbeing influences the perception
of health and disease in a community.
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INTRODUCTION

How are you?
I am fine. . . .
This is a very common sentence in our daily conversation. What does this exactly
convey? We are all conscious about the well-being of ourselves and others. What
does 'being healthy' means? When someone say 'I am fine' does that connote
physical well-being or emotional or material or anything else? Everyday experience
of health and disease is a very complex phenomenon influenced by multiple factors
like medicine, religion, culture, beliefs, emotional state, social relations, location,
politics, state polices etc. The following Unit tries to analyze 'health and disease' at
both theoretical and experiential levels.

1.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this Unit, you will be able to:
 analyze the basic concepts of sociology of health;
 define the concept of illness and sickness;
 Highlight various social determinants of health.
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1.3

CONCEPT OF HEALTH

Defining health and disease is not a simple act. The meaning of health has changed
throughout the history. We can see three prominent streams which influenced the
dominant understanding of health: medicine, religion and law. These three streams
functions in a very complex and complimentary way. i) Medical practices of each
society have always defined what constitute disease and the measures required to
maintain a healthy population. There was never a single medical model of health and
disease; dominant biomedicine has a different position on these two concepts
compared to other medical practices like Ayurveda and Unani; ii) Religious idea
about well-being influences the perception of health and disease in a community.
Religious virtues of happiness, morale etc. are practiced through religious rites like
purification rituals, initiation ceremonies, meditation, prayer etc. Thus everyday
religious practices of a believer have an impact on the idea of health and disease; and
iii) Legal definitions of health and disease both at individual and community level
throughout the history have played a dominant role in defining and implementing
health. State health policies are one among the legal initiatives in the modern times
which regulate and reconstruct health of population and the public perception of
disease.

1.4

MODELS OF HEALTH

A clinical scene:
Patient (woman): Doctor, I am suffering from head ache.
Doctor: Since when are you having this disease?
Patient: I don’t remember exactly from when. But I think it’s been one month
because I remember it started to hit me after my divorce which happened last month.
Doctor: Alright, take this tablet for one week and meet me after that.
Patient: Thank You.
Biomedical model: “If you are not sick you are well”
According to this model health is defined as the absence of disease. It is about
individual’s physiological malfunctioning. It is not a positive state, but the absence
of a negative state. The focus is given only to the physiological expression of the
disease and particular organs of the body are the field of investigation. From the
above clinical scene we can understand this approach;
Biomedical approach is an objective approach to diagnosis and treatment of any
disease. Disease is understood as a deviation from normal biological functioning.
Pathogenic causes of each disease is traced and treated to attain a healthy state.
Disease is considered as generic that is its symptoms and process are same across
time and location.
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Authenticity of physicians is crucial in the entire process of treatment. Exclusively
defined in terms of biological process (biological reductionism) and scientific
knowledge production are other prominent feature of this model. This model is
influenced by the Enlightenment notion of rationality and Descartian idea of
mind/body division. Thus biomedical model is a scientific approach to the
physiological abnormalities which is termed as disease.
Psychological model: “If you feel unhealthy then you are ill”
From the above clinical scene following questions arise: At what point of time did
the lady decide that she should consult a doctor? What does it mean to be ‘unwell’?
How does doctor call this state a disease? Is disease opposite to health? How is
disease diagnosed and treated here? Can there be any connection between the
patient’s divorce and the headache? Does patient being woman and the nature of
relationship between doctor and patient matters here?
Psychological model discusses the subjective evaluation of health and being unwell.
Individual assessment of happiness, sadness, pleasure etc.; are crucial in determining
their experience of health which may not come under the scientific biomedical
definition of disease. From the above context, the point when the patient recognizes
herself as ill is a subjective evaluation of disease that is the memory of a life event
(divorce) in relation to the course of the illness is an individual perception of the
state of unhealthy. This model addresses the issue of emotions and its physical
expression.
Socio-cultural model: ‘your social position is your health position’
From the above clinical scene; the gender of the patient, the familiar problems,
income, the mental status of the patient etc. influence the physical state of being.
Biomedical model does not address these aspects but the socio-cultural model
reflects on these variants in defining health and disease. According to this model the
social differences in the definition of health is based on the variation in culture. The
social definition of being normal and healthy is determined by many factors like
capacity of its individual to perform social roles, nature of their occupation, life style
etc. These aspects of health and disease are addressed here.
It challenges the mind-body dualism and adopts a holistic approach in which the
biomedical explanations of disease are replaced with the socio cultural aspects. This
approach address the power dynamics regarding the distribution of resources, pattern
of disease etc.
The following table summarizes the difference between these three models of health
and disease.
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Mode of
treatment
Mind-body
Knowledge
system

Bio medical
model
Objective

Psychological
model
Objective

Socio-cultural
model
Subjective

Dualistic
Scientific

Dualistic
Scientific

Holistic
Cultural specific

Combining these three aspects of physical, mental and social aspects, World Health
Organisation define health as a state of complete physical, social and mental wellbeing. Here health is related to one’s ability to cope with everyday activities and
being a complete functioning human being at physical, social and emotional levels
(World Health Organisation, 1986).

1.5

DISEASE AND ILLNESS

In everyday conversation we use these terms in similar way; but conceptually and
the practice of these two terms are entirely different. Medical sociology distinguishes
these based on the difference in perspectives towards what constitute health.
According to Klienman (1988) disease is the scientific definition of the state of
unhealthy which is provided by the trained professionals. Here what biomedicine
categorise as unwell constitute disease. But illness on the other hand is the subjective
perception of disease which is influenced by many socio-cultural factors. This
subjective experience of unhealthy state is not address in the category of disease;
sometimes it compliment but sometimes contradict.
For Field (1976) disease refers to medical conception of pathological abnormality
which is indicated by a set of signs and symptoms. Illness refers primarily to an
individual's experience of ill-health and is indicated by the person’s feelings of pain,
discomfort and the like.
Major difference between disease and illness are following:
 Patients experience illness while physicians diagnose and treat disease.
 Illness is subjective while disease is objective
 It is possible to have illness without disease and disease without illness.
 Illness is culturally specific but disease is scientifically universal
Illness is thus a layman's perspective on health which analyse the risk taking
regarding health issues in day to life and examines how people maintain health. Lay
conception of cause of disease may not be always based on medical knowledge but is
influenced by cultural and religious beliefs. Susan Sontag's (1979) study reveals how
TB in a particular period of time was considered as desirable but cancer as
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avoidable.
Individual/collective disease
According to biomedical model, disease is an individual biological state of
unhealthy. The cause of disease is traced to the pathogenic factors and individuals
are not responsible for the state of disease but for curing the disease. This model is
questioned by many later theorists.
Here, the collective dimension of the disease is analysed. Emile Durkheim (1897) in
his study on suicide showed that even though it is an individual act but it is a social
fact where its pattern varies with levels of social integration. He stressed the trends
and uniformities in individual behaviour at social levels. Max Weber (1991) focused
on the meanings of the individual’s actions. According to him these meanings are
derived from the larger cultural or religious backgrounds that they are part of. Thus it
is clear that disease is not just an individual experience of physical imbalance but a
collective experience.
Health Behaviour
Kasl and Cobb (1966) define health behaviour as activities undertaken by an
individual believing himself or herself to be healthy for the purpose of preventing
disease or detecting it in a symptomatic stage. It involves detecting, preventing and
protecting to minimize the risk of disease, prevent before the symptoms of disease
appear and adapt social measures to improvise the well-being of the people. Based
on these individual and social dimensions of disease there are two approaches to
health behaviour. The macro approach looks at the larger social and cultural factors
determining the health behaviour of the people; Weber calls it as ‘life chance’, like
income, health choices, effectiveness of the state health policies, etc. And micro
approach examines the personal choices made by individuals regarding their health
behaviour; Weber terms it as ‘life conduct’, where individuals are concerned with
both health related and non-health related consequences of their actions. Individuals
take preventive actions to avoid being sick which is influenced by many non-health
factors like knowledge about the disease, peer group pressure, age, gender etc.
Health Risk
Risk in health is now major issue in the medical field experienced by both at the
individual and organizational levels like government, industry etc. Idea about health
risk management was formed in 19th Century industrial society where development
in medical field, formation of welfare state, increasing mortality rate with wide
spread contagious diseases, emergence of new life style etc leads to it. Risk
assessment and its management is now part of medical process. In curative medicine,
the risk of new medical technologies, medicines, its impact etc are examined by new
5

group of experts which has developed as an industry of its own. Thus information
about health risk are systematically produced. This knowledge is used by
government and other health care institutions for public health by implementing
awareness programmes and providing required information regarding particular
disease. This is a measure to control and regulate public health behaviour to avoid
risk in future.
According to Lupton (1993) public health discourse about risk can be divided in to
two:
 The primary focus is to reduce environmental hazards due to the social and
economic activities which is negatively effecting the public health. Risk ass
of the impact of nuclear waste, pollution etc. were conducted to examine the
chances of health hazards on people and thus involved in measures to reduce
that.
 Individual focus for health measures to reduce risk is the objective of second
discourse. Here, health problems to an extent are considered as a product of
individual lifestyle. So warnings regarding some activities are given to
reduce the health risk. This approach is clearly visible in the public health
measures on AIDS.
Risk assessment is the initial stage was based on quantitative studies within the
scientific biomedical model in which cause and effect was the mode of analysis. This
objective approach to the health status was later questioned by many anthropologist
and sociologist. Mary Douglas (1990) adopted a culturist approach towards the
health risk of a society. Her works on pollution and taboo among tribal society has
shown how the social norms and systems influence risk behaviour of people. This
approach helps to know how varied meanings are formed in different social settings
which influence the daily life of the population. Social theorist on risk studies both
the individual perception of risk and the role of social institutions in framing the risk.
In the former approach, layman's understanding of risk and risk behaviour is
examined to see how everyday personal life is arranged according to this subjective
knowledge about risk. At the macro level; impact of social institutions like media,
market etc. in designing the public perception risk is critically approached and the
impact of health environment movements in creating public awareness about health
risk is also examined under this approach.

1.6

SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH

“Health is perhaps the most crucial aspect of human wellbeing” (Sen 1988)
The social dimensions of health can be located at different levels: institutional levels
including hospitals and government organizations. The other unit like neighborhood,
tribal communities, etc. also has their unique way of approaching the health issue.
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Dalal and Ray (2005) discusses different dimensions of the social determinants of
health.
 Socio-economic concomitants of health
 Health services and systems Social dimensions Health attitude and
perceptions
 Health care practice
Factors like gender, age, ethnicity, religion, caste etc. influenced the exposure and
effect of diseases and it shapes the perception of it and thus the nature of
approaching medical care systems. Poverty is one of the major structural social
issues which influence the vulnerability of people towards disease and their access to
medical systems. Environmental hazards like pollutions, natural calamities etc.
influence the health both at individual and social level by creating physical damage,
lack of resources etc. Migration is also a social phenomenon which affects the health
of the migrating people and the social setting of the destination. Accessibility and
acceptance of the existing health services is other social determinants of health.
Coexistence of different medical practices like bio medicine and traditional folk
medical practices comes under the health care practices and dynamics of this
coexistence has a larger impact on the social dimensions of health. Apart from the
medical/clinical perceptions, people’s perception of health and disease is also a
significant factor in determining the entire process of medical care systems in that
society.

1.7

CONCEPTUALIZING ILLNESS AND SICKNESS

According to what constitute health, medical sociology differentiates the concepts of
disease, illness and sickness. What is meant to be healthy is a difficult question to
address. Defining the concept of health is complicated because it is influenced by
different factors. The dominant biomedical model defines health as absence of
disease with specific symptoms and particular causes. Psychological approach
expands on this scientific model and incorporates the subjective assessment of the
state of health. Socio-cultural approach on the other hands deals with the social
factors influencing the health of the people. Different positions on health produced
multiple positions on what is not health. Disease, illness and sickness are thus three
aspects of being non-healthy.

1.7.1 Disease, Illness and Sickness
“Disease is something an organ has; illness is something a man has” (Helman 1981:
544).
In medical sociology, disease is the professional definition of what constitute not
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healthy. It is a biological abnormality caused by specific physical dysfunctions.
Medicine is used to diagnose the causal factors and treat the disease to maintain
healthy state. Here, disease is uniform across community and culture. Production of
scientific medical knowledge and its distribution is part of this biomedical process.
Patient and professional relationship is always hierarchical and body of the patient is
treated as an excluded physical entity. On the other hand patient’s view of disease is
defined as illness. The subjective experience of illness may not be similar to the
biomedical definition of disease. Layman’s perception of what constitute health and
illness is cultural specific. It is influenced by the local beliefs about disease, social
and familial status of the patient, age and gender factors, state level policy
interventions, nature of medical care systems etc. influence the subjective experience
of illness. Previous experience of illness, physical capacity of patient etc. are also
important factors. Thus subjective experience of illness is context specific and thus
its expressions also vary.
Sickness is defined as social perception of disease. It is influenced by nature of
social roles and hierarchy of disease and social distribution of disease. It is
complimented with biomedical definition of disease and individual perception of
illness.
“Sickness exists when people are defined by others as having a problem that requires
a therapeutic response” (Twaddle and Hessler, 1987: 101)
In his study on personal narratives of illness, Robinson (1990) distinguishes illness,
sickness and disease based on the trajectory of their focus.
Table 1.1: A taxonomy of accounts of changing health status
Source
of Designation Description of Focus
of Imputed
attribution
of
health
trajectory
account
negative
status
change
in
health status
SelfIllness
Individual
Personal life Loss
perception
narrative
goals
(bereavement)
Social
Sickness
Social career
Social status
Handicap
perception
(stigma)
Biomedical
Disease
Physical
Medical
Deficit
perception
course
diagnosis,
(impairment)
prognosis,
therapy
The relationship between illness, sickness and disease is complex. Biomedical
explanations of disease, personal illness narratives and social legitimation of disease
are not exclusive aspects of non-healthy but are interrelated in multiple ways. In
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illness narration the focus is personal goal of better life, and social status is the
concern of the social perception of sickness and biomedical model is engaged with
medical diagnosis and treatment to maintain the physical impairment.

1.7.2 Illness Behaviour






Why some people are consult doctor for minor symptoms and not others?
What cause people to interpret symptoms in different ways?
How will you know that you are ill and should medicate?
Why is that variations in the utilization of medical services?
How do people come to feel ill?

These are some of the questions which arise when dealing with individual perception
of illness. Cultural variations in the subjective experience of illness make it complex
and context specific. Illness behaviour is a means to understand these complexities.
“Illness behaviour refers to the ways in which symptoms are perceived, evaluated,
and acted upon by a person who recognises some pain, discomfort or other signs of
organic malfunction”. (Mechanic and Volkart, 1961:52)
Individuals are active and critical with their own complex idea about what constitute
health and modes of treatment for illness. Meaning of actions for individuals is
important factor to be studied than just observing the actions. Thus an interpretative
approach should be developed to the layman’s conception of illness. This lay
perspective may contradict professional definitions or compliment but it has unique
role in the decision making of the patients and influence largely on the subjective
experience of illness. Individual accept some symptoms as serious according to their
idea of normalcy in everyday life. This decision making is influenced by many
factors like age, gender, financial position, family structure, occupation etc.
For example for a coolie, back pain to certain intensity may not be an illness but for
a teacher the initial stage of its occurrence itself must be a state of illness. Here we
can see how occupational variation influences the illness behaviour of individuals. In
other situation, children’s health is a priority which requires urgent treatment but the
old age health issues are approached as a normal condition. Here, the age factor is
crucial in decision making regarding medical treatment. Gender also plays an
important role in the nature of illness behaviour. For example, a girl grown up in a
family with open space for woman equal to men might consider the menstrual pain
as a biological state and depending on the severity of pain will go for medication.
But a girl with a background of sexist childhood socialization might perceive the
same pain as a burden and may be reluctant to share with others and won't go for
medical consultation. This clearly shows how familial status and social
circumstances influence the individual illness behaviour in defining what constitute
health and where the illness state starts and how to proceed with it further.
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1.7.3 Stages of Illness Behaviour
This is a long process which starts with occurrence of physical discomfort followed
by individual acceptance of illness. Individual decision making for further treatment
of illness is influenced by many social and cultural factors. Suchman (1965) in his
study on illness narratives explains different stages of illness experience which
reflects on relationship between social structure and medical orientation.

Decision

Behaviour
s

Outcomes

Table 1.2: Stages of illness experience
Symptom Assumptio Medical
Dependent Recovery
experienc n of the care
-Patient
and
e
sick role
contact
role
rehabilitatio
n
Something Relinquish Seek
Accept
Relinquish
is wrong
normal
professional professiona sick role
roles
advice
l treatment
SelfProvisional Authoritativ
Undergo
Resume
medicatio validation
e validation treatment normal roles
n
of sick role for sick role procedure
and
and
and follow
continue
negotiate
regimen
remedies
treatment
procedure
Denial
Denial
Denial
Rejection
Refusal
Delay
Acceptance Shopping
Secondary Malingerer
Acceptanc
Confirmatio gain
Acceptance
e
n
Acceptance

1. Symptom experience: It is the stage where physical discomfort is
experienced. Then individual recognize and emotionally response to it and
proceed for some measures to maintain the balance of the body. Observing
the entire process is the major feature of this stage.
2. Assumption of the sick role: If the individual accept the existence of illness
then they transform in to the stage of sick role where individual relinquish
some social roles. Here, illness is perceived as a social deviance.
Transforming in to sick role exempt individual from some of the normal
social roles.
3. Medical care contact: This is the point in which individual seek medical
care. This involves self-medical care to rational choice of biomedicine,
practicing alternative medical practices like folk medicines, ayurveda etc. In
this stage authenticity of the physical illness from the professionals is crucial.
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4. Dependent-Patient role: In this stage individual perform the dependent
patient role by accepting the professional treatment measures. Nature of this
role is influenced by the nature of the illness, individual’s ability to cope up
with the situation, nature of familial support, social approach towards the
particular disease etc. Accordingly patient approach for further treatment by
experimenting complimentary medical practices.
5. Recovery and rehabilitation: This stage depends on the type of illness
whether it is acute or chronic. For the patients who is recovered from the
illness go back to their normal social role and those continue with the disease
tries to resume the normal role to a certain extend along with the sick role.

1.7.4 Acute and Chronic illness
Any illness constitutes a disruption and a discontinuance of an ongoing life (Bury
1982). Severity of illness influence illness behaviour. According to the duration of
the illness, it is divided into two: acute and chronic illness. In general, illness which
sustains for less than three months and is cured is considered as acute illness which
includes cold, various kinds of fever etc. Acute illness is a transitory period after
which the normalcy of daily life can be attained. Chronic illness are the prolonged
and mostly uncured diseases; for example, cardiovascular diseases like hyper
tension, stroke etc., respiratory problems like asthma, diseases like AIDS, cancer etc.
Chronic illness is not just a severe physical problem which requires long term
medical treatment. It creates ethical dilemmas, identity crisis, isolation and many
other psychological issues. Restricted social interaction and isolation from daily life
activities is a consistent issue faced by chronic ill patients. Chronic ill patient will be
in a vulnerable stage which will make the life so normal that everyday life is
arranged only in a way to reduce the growth of illness. The experience of chronic
illness is influence by many factors like; nature of the disease, for example social
stigma related to disease like AIDS will effect patient’s perception of self and
influence social interaction. Age is a crucial factor because if a young man who is
the bread winner of the family falls ill then the familial approach to him will be so
different compared to a man with an age of 60 above. Thus the experience of chronic
illness is a complex phenomenon.
Kathy Charmaz (1991) explains three major stages of chronic illness in his study on
the relationship between identity and self-formation among chronic ill patients.
1. As an interruption in life: This is the initial stage where illness is considered
as in interruption in life. Patient keep hope of recovery and do anything for it.
Here, the disease is perceived as something external and maintains the self as
before.
2. As an intrusive illness: In this stage illness is accepted as permanent part of
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life and efforts are taken to maintain a balance in health condition by
preventing further development of the illness. Here, the patient loses some
control over the life but measures are taken to maintain self-esteem.
3. As an immersion in illness: This is a critical situation where the disease starts
to dominate the daily life of the patient. Loss of control over the physical
body makes them depend on others and the social life is also restricted. This
is a stage where new self is created and the identity changes with the shift in
the nature of social interaction.

1.8

BODY AND ILLNESS

In recent years, approaches to study the body have increased significantly. These
approaches can be grouped in to two broad categories- Foundationalist and anti
foundationalist (Turner 1996). In foundationalist perspective, body is seen as a lived
phenomenon while anti foundationalist perspective views body as a product of
discourse. The perspectives of anti-constructionism and social constructionism on
body are related to these theoretical positions. In social constructionist theory, the
construction of body through discursive practices is the focus while in anticonstructonist theory body exists independent of any form of discourse.
Social constructionist theory questions the dominant medical/biological
understanding of body. This theories range from radical positions which claims that
there is no body beyond the social discourse to the positions which discuss
categories which influence body but not necessarily dominate it. While difference on
social production involved in the construction of body exist in terms of the degree of
emphasis within social constructionist approach, these theories tend to agree that
body is significantly shaped and produced by society. The work of Foucault
represents an important contribution to the social constructionist understanding of
the body. According to Foucault (1973) the body is totally constituted by discourse
and subsequently a concrete site for the operation of knowledge/power in modern
societies.
Post modernism as an intellectual tradition is also closely associated with social
constructionist approach, but focuses on deconstructing the existing discourses of
body. Post modernism raises many questions regarding the authenticity of clinical
medicine and clinical construction of the body and validity of sociological theories
on medicine thereof, the importance of layman’s understanding of medicine and the
cultural basic of alternative medicines and thus asserting that there is no single truth
regarding the experience of health and illness. Also feminist critique of patriarchy by
looking at different dimensions of biology, sexuality and gender contributed to the
development of different studies on body.
Existing

narratives

on

body

like

foundationalism,
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anti-foundationalism,

phenomenology, social constructionism etc. have not fundamentally challenged the
Cartesian legacy which distorts the understanding of reality. An interaction between
these positions is required for the construction of sociology of embodiment.
Embodiment can be used as a methodological tool to understand the lived experience
of body. As against positions on body either as physical entity or as a social product,
embodiment perspective is seen to the complexity of the body and its experiences.
Body is the primary basis of being in the world. Importance of body in social and
individual life is crucial. Formation of self, nature of social interaction, way of life
style, construction of social identity, expression of health status etc. are mediated
through body. It is thus an important and changing element in daily life. Biological
reductionism of modern medicine’s approach is been critiqued on different account
like focusing cultural variations in illness experience, impact of public health
policies, coexistence of different medical practices, complexities of subjective
experiences of illness etc. These accounts against biological reductionism was never
neglected the role of physical aspect of health and disease experience. Body was
never part of sociological enquiries in the initial disciplinary stage where agency and
structure was the primary focus. Body has become a discourse in medical sociology
due to its complex existence. Physical reality of illness was addressed broadly in two
ways:
 As a physical reality which was primarily the subject of medicine. This is the
biomedical understanding of body.
 As a social reality where body is a discursive product of social structure. This
is a social constructionist approach towards body
In both the cases; former as a physical entity and later as a social product misses the
subjective experience of body. Thus medical sociology started to look at different
dimensions of lived body. Bringing body in to the picture of study of illness helps to
understand how body as a tool is used in different stages of experience of illness and
at the same time on how body itself influences the subjective perception of illness.
Thus, medical definitions of body, social conception of physical body and individual
perception of subjective body influence the experience of illness. These three
dimensions of body compliments or sometimes contradict the experience of illness;
for example , social moral codes on body and the individual experience of body may
not be same and thus the stigmatized approach to diseases like AIDS and the
subjective experience of illness by the patients are also different. Thus knowing the
complexities of body is about understanding the different dimensions of experience
of illness. Role of body in the chronic illness reveals how is biology and social facts
interlinks. Body is directly linked to the construction and reconstruction of self and
identity based on the intensity of the illness, social response to the disease and
individual perception of self. Language is also a prominent factor in this embodied
experience of chronic illness.
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1.9

LET US SUM UP

Health and disease are multi-causal and thus it is not purely clinical or biological
phenomenon but is the composite outcome of social, economic, political, ecological
and cultural factors. Illness and sickness are two different perceptions on the
experience of disease. These two concepts move beyond the biomedical descriptions
of disease as a biological abnormality. Illness and sickness explain the social
dimensions of health and disease. They are two inter related concepts where
individual perception of illness influence the social definition of sickness and vice
versa. Studying illness and sickness opens a wider area of the relationship between
medicine and health. This has become a multidisciplinary by engaging with
anthropological studies on the cultural variations of illness, feminists works on the
subjective experience of body, sociological analysis of the social constructions of
illness etc.

1.10 GLOSSARY
Health:

WHO has defined health as a state of “complete
physical, mental and social well-being and not merely
the absence of disease and infirmity”

Disease:

disease refers to medical conception of pathological
abnormality which is indicated by a set of signs and
symptoms

Illness:

evidence of a state of illness in the human organism is
weighted heavily with biological factors such as
elevation of temperatures, change of pulse beat and
respiration, swelling of tissues and so on.

Body:

physical entity

Acute Illness:

Acute illness is a transitory period after which the
normalcy of daily life can be attained.

Chronic Illness:

Chronic illness are the prolonged and mostly uncured
diseases; for example, cardiovascular diseases like
hyper tension, stroke etc., respiratory problems like
asthma, diseases like AIDS, cancer etc.
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INTRODUCTION

The study of disability in academic is a challenging topic with many debates and
issues over the rights and equal participation of people with disability. Disabled
people often faced social discrimination and denied political rights. Disability studies
have been marginalized within the context of academic compared to race, class,
caste, gender with theory and discourse. However, disabilities studies usually end in
hospital and for research purposes (Reddy: 2011). Barnes et al., (2000) stated that the
third millennium has entered a phase where the exclusion of disabled people has
been a subject to policy issues and a topic of political interest. The study of disability
does not just look into the problems and individual limitations of disabled people.
However, the social perspective towards the treatment and attitude causes a barrier.
This ‘social model’ of the failure of seeing the needs and problems of the disabled
identified that, it is the society which creates discrimination and that leads to seek
political and fundamental movement and rights for the disabled.
Disability could be understood as a form where an individual is impaired mentally,
physically and emotionally. This impact on hearing loss, speech problem, slows
sensory development and cognitive development. People with disability experience
economical problem, educational opportunity and this brings a higher chance of
deprivation and poverty. Disability studies thus formed a phenomenon setting,
locating the needs and rights of disabled people within the mainstream social
structure. Disability studies moved beyond mainstream education and introduced to
the socio, economic and cultural examination of disability (Reddy: 2011). Davis
(2006) argued that disability studies are not a new phenomenon that introduces its
theory and discourse recently. It has been a historical battle, articulating, theorizing
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and structuring ideological debate by those working in disability field. People
working in disability studies attempt to reach the platform like gender studies, class
and race studies since historical time. However, the last three decades saw the needs
of participation and protection of disabled people by giving opportunity in the
political movement as well as academic platform.
This Unit will try to bring the study of disability within sociological imagination and
approaches. In most disability studies, the definition and meaning of disability itself
is whole lot of debate. This unit will try to define disability within the social model.
Then will try to examine the social model and political praxis, the formation of civil
rights and movement by the people. The debate over health and medical facilities of
disabled people has been one central question and this unit will discuss the linkages
of health and policy making on the issues of equality and protection of people with
disability.

2.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this Unit, you will be able to:
 analyze the understanding of disability in Sociology context;
 discuss about disability and healthcare; and
 explain various disability studies in India.

2.3

SOCIOLOGICAL
DISABILITY

ISSUES

AND

APPROACHES

OF

The terminology of defining disabled itself is a debating issue. In some cases
impairment has been used, however, impairment can also be taken negatively as well
as positively. In attempt to define their identity, it is often misused and terms such as
‘cripple’, ‘spastic’, ‘dumb’, ‘handicapped’ are considered as rude and abusive
language towards people with disability. Freund et al., (2003) examine disability
studies from a bio medical and social model perspective. The social model
emphasizes the attitude and organization of space, time and practice. And the bio
medical emphasizes on the treatment, rehabilitation and cure of people with
disability rather than their cultural and social position. Trying to attempt the correct
terminology to address, Freund et al., (2003) define impairment as the loss of
physiological or anatomical function. And disability is more of the result of
impairment like difficulties in walking, hearing, climbing stairs and so on.
Impairment is relatively social constructed which carries negative meaning towards
normal body and abnormal body. Thus, disability as a term is more comprehensive
for addressing people which includes more of the relationship between the
environment and the person. Oliver (1996) gives a definition of disability as
something that is imposed on top of impairment by which we are isolated and
excluded from the society. Linton (1998) however argued in a very contrast form.
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Disability to Linton is taking the word ‘dis’ which separates the meaning dis- ability
where ‘dis’ in Latin means apart. Thus, the meaning of disability according to Linton
is - a person is disabled when he/she lacks ability. This further explains that
disability does not confer to the biological understanding, but the action of the
society that exclude an individual within the social settings.
Barnes et al., (2000) highlight the situation and perception of disability in the pre1970s where people with disability have undergone trauma and hostility due to the
treatment they received from their outside world. In the pre-1970s, sociologists
study on social inequalities and class barriers generally concentrated on the social
structure and hierarchical settings in terms of economic background. The absence of
equal treatment on the condition of disability was quite out of the topic. The disabled
and handicapped term was replaced in the mid-1970s by people with disability which
defines more of individuality (Linton: 2006). Sociological approaches suggest that
the meanings of impairment and disability came from social and cultural context
(Barnes et al., 2000). Anthropological studies also reveal some historical account of
disability which brings together that disability is diverse in every culture and the
meaning may differ with culture. For instance, the Masai of Kenya believe that
congenital impairment is caused by nature or by God and has no individual
responsibility. Among the Masai and Songye of Zaire, disabled people are not
regarded as a distinct group; however they are classified according to the condition.
They are not stigmatized and lead a normal life like getting married and having a
family. Those who are childless are given a child by family members to fulfill their
personhood (Barnes et al.:2000). This draws the distinctive perception and
understanding of disability and person living with disability from culture to culture.
In the sociological perspective, the individual model of disability and the social
model secured a divergent meaning. The individual model of disability focuses on
the body disorder and deficiency which categorized the person limitation of
controlling his/her body to function. This results to the challenging act of an
individual depending on the others for care and help. Most likely, the solution of
organization and institution towards individual disability is medical treatment and
rehabilitation. And this is the interest of most medical institutions and activists
towards disability wherein, welfare and benefits in terms of medical facilities and
psychological counseling is introduced for the benefits of people with disability.
Initially, individual model of disability has been defined in a wider context for
meeting the specific beneficiary and welfare. Townsend (1979) described
individuality disability as anatomical, physiological or psychological abnormality
such as blind, without arms and legs or deaf; and the other one is that of chronic
illness such as arthritis and epilepsy. The reason of this debate is to meet the best
interest of measurement and service required by the individual. The approach of
individual model of disability as a medical problem is a corresponding solution that
gives advantages due to surrounded by medical experts. And this contributes largely
to social support and the individual has little weight to carry. The individual model
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relied on policy makers and care of others who speaks on the behalf of the disabled
on most occasions. This dependency demands them to adjust and in coping with their
situation. In addition, individual model of disability is also a psychological approach
where an individual identity is taken over by their disability. The focus of individual
model of disability is to understand disability as a personal tragedy where the
individual is much depend on the support of others from controlling anger, denial to
medical support (Barnes et al., : 2000).
The social model as Oliver (1996) examined reflects not the individual perspective
as a disabled person, but the failure of society in providing security and adequate
needs of disabled people. Hence disability, according to the social model is the
denial of disabled people of public facilities from transportation to accessible
building, restrictions and discrimination in the field of education and employment.
This discrimination is not carried out on an individual but as a whole group of people
with disability upon the failure of the society towards its duty in institutionalizing the
social settings. UPIAS (1976) stated that the society is responsible for disabling
physically impaired people by excluding and isolating them in the social group.
Thus, stated that disabled people are oppressed group in the society. Oliver (1996)
brings the conflict between the medical sociology of chronic illness and social
theorizing of disability where medical sociology analyzes chronic illness as the
disadvantages disabled people faced. But social model described wholly as the
responsible of the society. UPIAS (1976) defines impairment and disability as two
different meaning. Impairment is the missing part or whole of limb, organ or
mechanism of the body. And disability is more of the disadvantages and restriction
caused by contemporary social organization which has a little interest or no interest
towards people with impairment and exclude from the mainstream society. The
social model does not deny the illness of disabled people, but does not reflect much
on the psychological approach. However, it focuses much on the material world like
finance, income and economical background and lay interest on the family
background, employment, education and so on which further developed a social
theory in sociological approaches.
Introducing disability studies in sociological approach has been quite an issue.
Sociology as a discipline attempts to study the social action, the behavior of its
subject through their perspectives. Then, sociology focuses between the human and
the structural relationship, which further debates on the social order through
consensus and constraints in human life. Finally, sociology stressed on the social
inequality and disadvantages which provisionally explore the rising issues of
disability and inequalities linking to social division and discrimination (Barnes et al.,
2000). It is further explained, the sociological approaches of understanding disability
studies into three levels. First, there is a need to understand disability at the micro
level generating the self-identity of the people with disability and their experience
with their day to day life. This level applies symbolic interactionism of
representation of self and the relationship with society. Secondly, the social control
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or social constructionism extends the role of disabled body as a product of social and
cultural practices. The third level constitute the study of the health care, education
and economic dimension of people with disability which see the social inequality,
power and structure of the dominant class relating with the approaches of
functionalism and neo-Marxism. These three levels subsequently analyze disability
studies within sociological perspective. However, academically sociology may fail to
bring to explore the in-depth study and condition of disability, in terms of individual
identity, social relationship or development of empowerment. However, it is the
activists, organization and intuition that bring forward disability as a subject matter
to consider within the social, cultural and political accounts

2.4

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL POLICY AND WELFARE

People with disability may consider themselves as helpless, minority group and
stigmatized within the social and culture structure. Unlike other minority groups in
the society, disability people have no claim such as geographical territory or history
(Freund et al., 2003). It was by the 1970s that the interest and attention of people
turn towards the rights for disability people. Disability people despite being a
minority, however, form a large number of world population. Scotch (1988) claimed
that the civil rights movement of the 1960s widened the understanding of disability
as more of social-political rights rather than just medical care. The rise of demanding
equal opportunity and equal access led to the establishment of groups like Center for
Independent Living in California and Disabled in Action. Oliver (1996) shared the
experience of people with disability in the early days of Britain where they were
denied the opportunity to cast electoral vote through ballot box. Most political
meetings would be held in a premise unavailable for the disability people and little
thought would be given to visual impaired. Besides the political rights denial,
disability people faced issues about their social rights to citizenship. Marshall (1952)
in a simple understanding define social rights as a whole range of right from
economic to social heritage to the freedom to live a civilized life. This, Oliver (1996)
Emphasized the right every human being ought to enjoy from not being poor to
enjoyment of social facilities.
With the growing capitalism and industrialization, there witness a new form of
political economy. Barnes et al.,(2000) narrate the history of Britain during the
1940s where the state reach out for the poor and impairment, however, were not so
much in concern with their welfare body. The state was not in favor of complete
financial assistance without employment which was not a friendly approach for
people with disability. After the II World War, minority ethnic group, including
disability people gathered demanding for their equal share of rights. The perception
of ‘not normal’ legitimated their classification as ‘special cases’. Oliver (1996)
however argued that no less than two-third of disabled people live under poverty line
and are not experiencing the lifestyle expectation of their contemporaries which even
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deny their own authority over their body and eating routine. Marshall (1952)
examine civil rights not just as legal and property rights, however, includes the
freedom of speech and thoughts. Oliver (1996) elaborate these civil rights into the
context of disability people where they may exercise freedom however, raised
question against the Act passed for disabled people whether employment or job
opportunities are rightfully given to the disability people or not.
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was formed in the United States of
America in 1990 which enter a new platform regarding civil rights for people with
disability in America. This Act protects any discrimination act towards disability
people in work place. It requires working place to provide reasonable
accommodation to workers and customers with disability and accessibility of
transportation and public facilities. It may not be correct to assume people with
disability as being ignored or deprived for their social and political rights. The
Disabled Persons (Employment) Act 1944 attempt to secure employment rights for
people with disability and it was Education Act 1944 which forward rights for
children with disability in attending school lesson along with their peer group with
no discrimination. However, this provisions retreat from active to passive and from
rights-based to needs-based welfare benefit (Oliver: 1996).
The Warnock Report and the Education Act of 1981 fails to bring education and
social development towards disabled children. Though it has focused on the
integration, however, could not raise fund for the children with disability and fails to
protect the citizenship of the children with disability. Initially, the special school
could not surpass the condition of other school, slowly it decline which consequently
failed to meet the provisions. The Education Act 1988 introduced a new
implementation of national curriculum which ensures children with special needs an
equal participation in the educational curriculum with others. However, this fails to
acknowledge the existence of disability among children in the empowerment of their
skills and ability. An argument point on the accusation of people with disability as
need-based beneficiary as in Coote (1992) claims that people with disability are
looking for a model of welfare which is not built with need but seek equal
citizenship as a means of self-determination enjoyed by abled people. The
implementation of Act and establishment of organization for disability people may
speak on their behalf. But the question remains how far people with disability move
beyond their border of being prejudice are and characterized. The 21st century
witnessed a new dawn for people with disability with political and social movement
addressing their voice, as well the participation of disabled people towards their
cause challenged political involvement. Disability studies today became more of
political issue and social concern rather than individual battle for identity and
recognition within the social sphere.
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2.5

DISABILITY AND HEALTH CARE

The care and needs of person with disability challenged many organizations defining
the manner of impairment and handicap in the social role. Health equality and care
giving towards people with disability entitled the rights and liberty of a person along
with every other fellow human being. The United Nation has put forward to
guarantee the needs for people with disability with full freedom and enjoyment of
rights. Thus, besides law and enforcement against discrimination of disabled people
politically and socially, the UN also launched convention under its agencies. People
with disability require special treatment facilities in many occasions in hospital or
centers which demands financial funds and equipment. As stated earlier, poverty
may increase disability thus, special health provisions is required to be able to reach
by every social economic class.
Rights of Person with Disabilities (RPD) Bill have ensured policies and programs
considering the social security and health care. RPD focus in the provision of health
care for all, from basic standards to medical services among the people with
disability. The accessibility of safe drinking water, health care counseling,
reproductive health, clean sanitation, safe housing is all ensured by RPD Bill. RPD
Bill makes provisions for free health care in remote areas and depending upon the
family income, medical expenses are not charged. Under this Bill, it is brought
forward that no person with disability should be discriminate on account of claiming
medical insurance scheme and prevents discriminatory of denial of medical access
on the basis of disability.
Besides medical facilities and discriminatory prevention, under this Bill, person with
disability are given with measures and promotion of health care. For instance, there
is constant health awareness campaign and regular screening of health issues which
might prevent disability such as vision impairment or hearing impairment. Health
awareness campaign, especially in rural areas is one objective that could reduce the
population of disability. Television, radio, newspaper and other media
communication are utilized for such cases. The RPD Bill has given great importance
on the sexual and reproductive health of women, especially with woman with
disability. This enhances further prevention of both the mother and child health
welfare. Though, heath care and medical aid are given to the people with disability,
in many cases the policies and programs implemented failed to bring up the plans
and touch down the needs and requirement of people with disabilities. The cost of
rehabilitation tend to occur which could not be reachable for every disabled person.
The question lies towards understanding and advocating the well-being of people
with disability, seeing their needs and requirement of heath care through their
identity and not just base on policies and programs implemented.
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2.6

DISABILITY STUDIES IN INDIA

Considering the population of India, 1.8 to 2.1 per cent in India suffers from form of
disability according to 2001 census. Disability population differs from country to
country depending on what is being considered as disability. The characteristics
under form of disabilities could estimate the total number of people with disability in
a country. Generally, condition like hearing impairment, speech problem, mental
illness and physical inability to move are considered as disability in most country. In
India around 90 million are said to be identified as physically impaired and mentally
ill (Addlakha: 2013). The study towards disability in India has been a very
contemporary interest with west influence of human rights and academic research on
disability. Lately, empirical work on disability in the field like employment,
education, rehabilitation, medical specialty and others have been brought forward
within the studies of disability. Reddy (2011) highlight the inefficiency of theory on
disability studies citing the different data index of disability population in India done
by census and National Sample Survey Organization (NSSO). The definition
included within a specific form of disability itself is differing from one study to the
other. For instance, the definition of visually disabled according to census is those
whose vision is blurred but can use one eye. The NSSO however determined visual
test through functional test determining on the accessibility of light by the eye from
distance. The interpretation of such different understanding of disability could
regulate the percentage of disability.
Besides the data index of disability, what is more crucial is theorizing and
emphasizing disability in the society as well as in academic study. Mishra and Gupta
(2006) in analyzing the deprivation of disability in India distinguish their study into
three dimensions: education, skill and employment. These three dimensions lay the
foundation in formulating the social and political denial of people with disability on
account of employment opportunity, skill development and educational benefits.
This contributes for the survival of human in running the competition for attaining
social identity and status. Before the 21st century, disability in India has been viewed
largely as medical problem which needs to be attended with treatment. With the
western influence of participating and acting as a voice on behalf of the people with
disability, India entered a new field of debates and issues. Inviting the interest of
researchers and academicians, disability studies in India is being traced historically.
Shilpa Anand (2013) cited the work of Usha Bhatt on the historical attitude towards
disability in India. Bhatt gives four stages of social attitude in describing people with
disability; they are exposure and destruction, care and protection, training and
education and social absorption. Bhatt, according to Anand restates the perception of
killing physically unfit people. People with disability are respected and taken care
among the tribes of Andaman Islands and the Todas. It is considered to be a sin to
laugh at and harm person with deformity among the tribe of Todas. Disability was
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not just an issue within the socio-politic but also in religion. The attitude of
Christianity and Buddhism towards people with disability brings forward sympathy
and seeks equality among humankind, seeking charity and protection, kindness and
goodness to people with disability. This, as Anand (2013) portrays, emphasized the
story from Mahabharata where people with disability are treated with pity and
compassion, however never received equal treatment. It is necessary to note the
cultural difference of the west and Indian in perceiving what is abled and what is
disabled. The reaction of the society would be differing with the understanding of
disability and impairment, medical, religion and social explanation. Thus, the
western concept of disability study may not always be applicable in the study of
disability in India. What is more crucial in this case is how do Indian researchers
described the cases of disability keeping in mind the social context and culture.
Insa Klashing (2007) conducted a study of people with disability in Andhra Pradesh
and Rajasthan where he examined that it is not likely possible to determine the actual
data of disability in India, however it is certain that people with disability in India
faced many problem and discrimination compared to other part of the west. It has
been revealed from Klashing study that disability in India is commonly related with
poverty and neglecting rural population. Though, urban population too has high
record of disability, however rural India lacked amenities and facilities for the
empowerment of people with disability. This includes medical rehabilitation,
technology to help visual and hearing impaired and social benefits in terms of
education and employment. Considering the overall population in India, literacy has
been a challenging issue the country needs to focus on. Therefore, higher education
among people with disability in India is something the society really needs to focus.
The main reason of poor education among disability in India is not solely poverty,
but social discrimination and inequality of enjoying benefits. Klashing argues that
even parents who afford the expenses of education for special-need children, it is the
humiliation and disgrace they faced that force children with disability to exclude
themselves from such limelight.
Within the study of disability, the body of woman, the study of disabled body of
woman brings interesting debates contributing into sociological and gender study.
Studying disability is one whole lot debate, but bringing disability and woman is a
recognition needed in a male-centric disability studies. A disabled woman body is
seen as shame and embarrassment, which is subjected as alienated with the
environment. Feminist discourse on the body has focus on sexuality, reproduction
and the absence of femininity is visible when a woman’s body does not look normal
as objectified in a patriarchal society (Addlakha: 2013). Jenny Morris (1991) stated
that women with disabilities are powerless due to their treatment as invisible or
having their needs pre-defined by non-disabled woman or by men with disabilities.
The body, perceived as physical beauty led to the argument of the body of woman
with disability. The perception as physically unattractive and sexually undesired
creates self-exclusion and self-denial in the society dominated by men. Disability
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and woman body in India may lead to raise chaotic issue not just on physical
appearance of beauty and healthy, yet controversial question on marriage. The
question here is not only on the physical body, yet the mental health of the woman
when it comes to marriage. Most people desired to have a healthy, modest and
intelligent woman as daughter-in-law. However, woman with disability’s ability for
motherhood and a wife is often denied. Initially, despite the social attitude towards
woman with disability and incapability, the Indian government brings forward a
policy called Self Help Group (SHG) which would help them financial independent.
SHG sought not just financial help but determine to stand against discrimination and
social exclusion economically. SHG has helped especially woman with disability in
rural India to acknowledge their rights and participate in protecting and securing
their status within the society.

2.7

LET US SUM UP

The experience of pain, discomfort and suffering are linked with the socio-economic
cultural factors. Disability also is greatly affected by the attitude and behavior of the
society. To understand disability, it is first important the clear definition of what is
disability? Addlakha (2013) explained that it is both equally important to understand
disability as impairment and impairment which disable individuals. The two could
help recognizing the pain and discomfort of disability as well as understanding the
social institution that contributes into discrimination and exclusion from the society.
A sociological approach of studying and understanding disability provides theory
and empirical study attempting to identify the power, rights, policy and welfare of
people with disability. Thus, re-evaluating the medical model from social model of
disability would bring more development in understanding the condition of disability
which is an important contemporary debate in academic and in the study of
sociology discourse. The study and movement for the rights of disability could not
simply be achieved through implementation of Act or policy. Social and political
organization may have contributed a deep influence in the inclusion and protection
of people with disability. However, what matter most is the participation of people
with disability. Activist and participation among the disabled group could bring out
the actual identity and self-representation, analyzing discriminatory and segregation
from sociopolitical and cultural limelight.

2.8

GLOSSARY

Ability:

the resources to perform well at something

Disability:

Disability could be understood as a form where an individual
is impaired mentally, physically and emotionally.
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Health care:

2.9

It is the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of disease,
illness, injury, and other physical and mental impairments in
human beings.
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INTRODUCTION

How do we understand the concept of `pain’? This is because Pain resists and
shatters language. Pain is located everywhere – in body and in life. Pain also
fractures time. As Pugh (1991) points out through her study that class, ethnicity and
gender all contribute to the experience and expression of pain; on the other hand,
religious and philosophical guideposts help people-in-pain assay the moral
significance of their suffering. Sickness also is a manifestation of difficult concerns
faced by a person/family. Hence sickness is referred to as a “form of communication
– the language of the organs – through which nature, society and culture speak
simultaneously (Scheper Hughes and Lock).
Making sense of pain, painful world and differential somaticizationare important
which require different methodologies. Arthur Kleinman says that in providing the
meaning to pain, the process of legitimation and de-legitimation sets in. The
responses to cope with pain could be spiritual healing and/or bio-medical
consultation. Spiritual healing and biomedical consultations play complementary or
contradictory role in giving meaning to pain. `Pain’ is not a private matter but a
public expression. Pain is depicted only within physiological space by the
biomedical professionals. However, the patient invents a psycho social space
compared to physiological space by doctors. Several scholars (David Armstrong,
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Faeger and Strauss) argue that in most situations, fear of pain is managed rather than
addressing the pain itself.

3.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this Unit, you will be able to:
 explain the distinction between individual pain and social suffering;
 demonstrate how pain defies biological and scientific parameters and
therefore needs to be grounded within the social context;
 offer explanation about the language of pain and the limitations of the
sufferers in different situations.

3.3

LANGUAGE OF PAIN

In his study on Azande community in Africa, Evans-prichard (1976) writes how pain
is interpreted,
“A boy knocked his foot against a small stump of wood in the centre of a
bush path, a frequent happening in Africa, and suffered pain and
inconvenience, in consequence, owing to its position on his toe it was
impossible to keep the cut free from dirt and it began to fester. He declared
that witchcraft had made him knock his foot against the stump. I told the boy
that he had knocked his foot against the stump of wood because he had been
careless and that witchcraft had not placed it in the path, for it had grown
there naturally. He agreed that witchcraft had nothing to do with the stump of
wood being in his path but added that he had kept his eyes open for stumps,
as indeed every Zande does most carefully, and that if he had not been
bewitched he would have seen the stump. As a conclusive argument for his
view he remarked that all cuts do not take days to heal but, on the contrary,
close quickly for that are the nature of cuts. Why then, had his sore festered
and remained open if there was no witchcraft behind it? This, as I discovered
before long, was to be regarded as the Zande explanation of sickness.
What they explained by witchcraft were the particular conditions in a chain of
causation which related an individual pain to social happenings among the Azande
community. There is an analogy between the Zande concept of witchcraft and our
own concept of luck. When, in spite of human knowledge, forethought, and technical
efficiency, a man suffers a mishap, we say it is his bad luck, whereas Azande say
that he/she has been bewitched.
Azande witch-doctor is essentially a man who knows what plants and trees compose
the medicines which, if eaten will give him power to see witchcraft with his own
eyes to know where it resides, and to drive it away from its intended victims. The
point here is to understand the language of the stress and how it is expressed.
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Language could be both verbal and non-verbal.
The purpose of this unit is also to understand the relationship between medical
language and disease, medical semantics and how meaning of medical language gets
constituted. Diagnosis is not about linking a patient’s condition to a disease category
through the interpretation of symptoms as distinctive features. Diagnosis should not
be imply based on physical symptomatology but the social context in which pain
gets articulated. Germs have been incorporated into the existing conceptual universe
as another extrinsic cause of illness. As such they are subject to meet medical
notions of resistance as a closed domain of personal/social space and purity.
The lay persons express their pain, suffering, sickness situation in terms of a
narrative, while we expect them to present in analytical categories with which we are
familiar with. The Semantics, Similes, Analogies, Metaphors, Symbolism become
important in the whole process of diagnosis. For instance, in rural India, the terms
such as Ashakti, DhiluDhiluLaage, Gabharaman have different meanings and
connotations. Therefore, translatabiliy of native terms and language actually
constitutes key to understanding pain.

3.4

REPRESENTATION OF PAIN THROUGH RITUALS AND
SYMBOLS

Victor Turner through rituals shows the polarized meanings i.e. social facts and
biological facts. Examples: puberty is a biological fact and child to adult, a social
event; similarly, death, birth, pregnancy.
Rites of incarnation: For instance, in London, photographs of still birth children are
taken so that they become part of their embodied experience and then social rituals
are performed. I.e. in this case, conducting death rites is a form of social ritual.
Biological birth Physical birth
Birth ----------------------------------------------------- Death
Social birth social death
Cecil Helman says that there are two births and two deaths for everybody. When
children are born, it is biological birth and when you start giving name and other
social rituals, social birth takes place. Similarly, a person dies but after that the
rituals take place in order that that is completely absorbed socially, which could be
termed as social death.
Functions of ritual: Many rituals have: physical, psychological, social and protective
functions. Rituals can also be dangerous. Ex Nacebo effect i.e. negative effect of
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belief. For instance, Muslims who are diabetic and have to observe Ramzan Here the
ritual has negative effect on health. Similarly, the ritual of circumcision.
Ritual is an action chain. Several things go back and forth. Shamans disrupt this
action chain. Dominant rituals are rites de passage. More of these rituals take place
in medical domain. Human suffering is also medicalized. White coats, stethoscope,
are symbols used to indicate certain power. Use of technology can also be seen as a
ritual symbol. The rituals in a hospital setting or operation theatre gives a framework
within which healers become legally protective, emotionally think that he is adhering
to all what a medical person professionally (ideally) and still if something goes
wrong, then it is not his fault. Similarly, the rituals in church exemplify some of
these issues.
The rituals are very difficult to decode for others. “Sacred” and “Profane”
boundaries exist in medical rituals. Rituals perpetuate hierarchy, humiliate others,
etc. Rituals acts Rituals have effect beyond the event. Healing power extends beyond
rituals.
The parallel between medical and non-medical rituals:
1. Both identify symbols through elaborate rituals.
2. These rituals in medical setting are performed through symbols like technology,
white coat, hospital setting etc., while in traditional healing, the symbols are local
material like food, food grains, lemons, coconut, religious symbols).
3. Place, time and space are important. Place itself can be symbol. Hospital itself is a
great source of power. One gets alienated or threatened.
4. Something people want to take tangible after rituals conducted by doctors or
healers.
5. Alternative practitioners using formal qualifications similar to Allopaths (like
BAMS, MDSA etc.).
A key argument in the explanatory model approach brought out by Bron Good in
1977 in “The Heart of what’s the matter”. He elaborated this with Mary-Jo-Good, in
a second paper “the relevance of social science to medicine”. Human illness is
fundamentally semantic or meaningful and … all clinical practice is inherently
interpretive…. ”. Good argues that a sickness term is not equivalent to a set of
defining symptoms, nor is it a neatly bounded category, primarily in distinction to
other categories”. According to Good, each term has a distinctive configuration of
meanings, but there are overlapping associational patterns among terms.
Good uses the term semantic illness network to label the “network of words,
situations, symptoms and feelings which are associated with an illness and give it
meaning for the sufferer”.
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In his analysis of Iranian semantic illness networks, Good introduced the notion that
networks are organized through core symbolic elements. The Iranian’s heart and
heart distress are described as core symbols in this paper. Good’s idea of core
symbols closely parallels Turner’s notion that there are “dominant symbols” which
organize the meanings of rituals in pre-industrial societies. Like dominant ritual
symbols, core symbols link up with different symbolic domains, and this explains
why semantic illness networks include such heterogeneous elements. Good describes
an Iranian case study in which the core symbol links up childbirth, miscarriage,
pregnancy blood, pollution, weakness, menstruation, oral contraceptives, infertility,
loss of vitality, old age, sorrow and sadness.
Good proposes an analysis of semantic networks to understand the meaning of
medical language as it is used in various communicative contexts. The meaning of
disease category cannot be understood simply as a set of defining symptoms. It is
rather a `syndrome’ of typical experiences, a set of words, experiences, and feelings
which typically `run together’ for the members of a society. Such a syndrome is not
merely a reflection of symptoms linked with each other in natural reality, but a set of
experiences associated through networks of meaning and social interaction in a
society.

3.5

ILLNESS SEMANTIC NETWORKS

This semantic network analysis is intended to define the meaning of heart distress as
it is experienced by the people of Margheh in Iran. Heart distress is used sometimes
to name an illness, sometimes as a symptom, sometimes as a cause of other illness.
Most common reaction by physicians is to listen to the patient’s heart with a
stethoscope, tell the patient “it is nothing, only your nerves”, and then prescribe a
tonic or tranquilizer. This interaction is an example of the very limited patientphysician contract in Iran (Good 1976b).
Good gives two case studies to explain the semantic networks further. The first case,
where a Muslim poor woman, having limited interaction with the outside world was
advised by the neighbours to use contraceptives for child spacing, which she follows.
But she becomes very suspicious of the contraceptives and its effects on her body,
ventilates her frustration by screaming at her mother-in-law in loudest possible way
(which was again a taboo in the society). She expresses frequently that she has heart
distress. The second case, where a woman who also expresses heart distress because
of the anxiety she had with her husband addicted to opium.
Explanatory models for the functioning and malfunctioning of the heart provide the
cultural framework for focusing the attention of individuals of heart beat, for
labeling some conditions as disease symptoms, and for establishing casual links
between irregularities in heart beat and specified personal and social conditions.
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Folk medicine and popular culture also have their own meaning for each of these
organ abnormalities like in case of heart, liver, blood, etc. Description gives shape to
an entity not the other way round. Meaning does not pre-exist but is given to them.
Illness term is not constituted simply by its relationship to a disease whether defined
as a set of characteristic symptoms or as physiological state. The meaning of an
illness term is rather constituted by its linking together in a potent image a complex
of symbols, feelings and stresses thus being deeply integrated into the structure of a
community and its culture. Illness categories (heart distress, fright, weakness, nerves
etc.) can be understood as the core symbols in a semantic network, a network of
words, situations, symptoms and feelings which are associated with an illness and
give it meaning for the sufferer.

3.6

CAUSE OF HEART DISTRESS

The cause of heart distress Good demonstrates that it is not simply physical pain but
it is associated with the feelings of sadness and anxiety, deaths, debts and poverty,
quarrels, fights, family illness; old age, pregnancy, delivery and miscarriage;
contraception, feelings of weakness, blamed on lack of blood, high or low blood
pressure, too.
Heart distress is used sometimes to name an illness, sometimes as a symptom,
sometimes as a cause of other illness. Language doesn’t describe but it constitutes a
world of experience.
Viewed sociologically, these patterns of stress are more than a set of typical
experiences; they are linked to central cultural and social structures of Iranian
society. In each setting, the meaning of illness terms is dependent upon the
perspective and structure of relevance of the various actors.
The critiques of semantic illness networks state that language also relates to the
medical knowledge. For instance, All Young says, semantics also decontextualizes
because it only emphasizes language. One has to take into consideration – social,
political and economic factors operating in each situation. Therefore critics suggest
that one needs to link semantics to the underlying social base.
Symbolic Interactionists focus on labeling while critical medical anthropology
focuses on differential distribution of power, social relations etc. Metaphorical
language reduces suffering. For instance, cancer and aids are being explained in a
Collective representation. To make sickness real, one has to use metaphors in a
context. Illness experience emerges from the body i.e. – making sense of the social
and cultural experience of the body. Good in his later work examines pain, suffering
as central theme rather than just language, semantics, metaphors.
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Good says that narratives are negotiated processes and are always contextualized.
Narratives are important not as texts but their contexts. Language of pain is not only
talking to others but also talking to oneself.
When a group of individuals think life is all about suffering, pain. etc then the
attitude of that particular group/society is different from those who have different life
trajectories. Negotiation of semantics, language, notions of language and healing are
all important.

3.7

SINKING HEART

Sociological studies offer explanation about the individual pain and its social
context. For instance, Krause Inga Britt (1989) talks about sinking heart concept. A
syndrome of heart distress is referred to as `sinking heart’ by Punjabis living in
Bedford, and the author discusses how far this condition correlates with western
psychiatric categories. `Sinking heart’ is an illness in which physical sensations in
the heart or in the chest are experienced and these symptoms are thought to be
caused by excessive heat, exhaustion, worry and/or social failure. The punjabi model
of `sinking heart’ offers a culture-bound explanation of somatic assumption that
physical, emotional and social symptoms of pathology accompany each other.
The term kamjor has a variety of meanings. It means weak, fragile or delicate, but it
may also mean spineless, insecure, impotent or vulnerable and it carries with it a
suggestion of a negative social value as in the expression Kammdilla, i.e. coward. In
talking about the meaning of the term kammjor in the context of sinking heart,
Punjabis link physical, emotional and social states. A person who is weak physically
or thin (kamjori) cannot be expected to fulfill his or her moral and social obligations
properly.
Too much heat, physical weakness and too much worry and unhappiness are bad for
a person’s health and in particular affect the heart. These three causes are each on
their own sufficient to precipitate sinking heart, but they are also unique.
In the explanations of sinking heart, the illness complex is conceptualized as a set of
physical signs, emotional sensation and feelings and social circumstances which
once triggered off tend to be perpetuated and experienced again and again.
Depressive disorders vs hopelessness: The author notes that `hopelessness’ cannot be
used as a key symptom for depression in Punjabis because questions about hope do
not have the same meaning for first generation Punjabis as it does for English
people.
There are problems between medical theory and practice, medical theory and folk
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theory etc. All these issues can be resolved only through continuous dialogue,
contestation etc. One cannot expect that things can be solved harmoniously.

3.8

ILLNESS AS A METAPHOR

Many illnesses are expressed as metaphors. Susan Sontag in her book `Illness as a
metaphor; talks about the limitations in terms of cure for certain illnesses like plague,
TB, cancer etc. , and so metaphors become much more important. Blood, heart, liver
are all referred to as metaphors. When they say about strong heart, weak heart, there
are references in the context of poverty, stress, troubles, severe hunger, pain etc. The
meaning and expression of illness or sickness needs to be seen in its social, cultural,
historical context. It is no simple matter to decide how much context should be
included in the translation of meaning from one cultural setting to another. The
parallel between the punjabi and the Iranian illness constructs are particularly
striking. In Maragheh people who complain about heart distress say `my heart is
upset’ and Good demonstrates convincingly that the meaning of this illness complex
is associated with ambivalent attitudes to the sexuality of women and with grief,
loss, poverty and old age. Unani or Ayurveda theories provide basis for lay theories
in both places. Therefore what is needed is an approach which accounts for
embodied knowledge as well as the production of knowledge and the negotiation of
illness identities within action sets. In a south Indian study, Mark Nichter says, heat
is an experiential state and is not precisely measured against a norm of 98. 6 degrees
Farenheit.

3.9

SOCIAL SUFFERING

In order to explain the individual pain more comprehensively, the concept of social
suffering is used in the literature. Kleinman now talks of social suffering unlike his
earlier emphasis on individual suffering. Recent arguments are based on collective
experience (war, misery, famines). There is collective experience or language one
can think of even in western societies. Ways of expressing symptoms/illnesses. So it
has to be understood in its full context. Moral status of individuals – positioning
oneself or locating individuals in sickness/illness situations. The language used is
often morality.
Social suffering brings into a single space an assemblage of human problems that
have their origins and consequences in the devastating injuries that social force can
inflict on human experience. Social suffering results from what political, economic,
and institutional power does to people and, reciprocally, from how these forms of
power themselves influence responses to social problems (Kleinman et al, 1999).
The clustering of substance abuse, street violence, domestic violence, suicide,
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depression, post-traumatic stress disorder, sexually transmitted disorders, AIDS, and
tuberculosis among people living in disintegrating communities runs against the
professional medical idea that sufferers experience one or at most two major
problems at a time. That grouping of human problems also defeats categorization of
some issues as principally psychological or medical and therefore, individual.
Instead, it points to the often close linkage of personal problems with societal
problems. It reveals too the interpersonal grounds of suffering: in other words, the
suffering is a social experience.
The essays in this book social suffering critically explore the ways our historically
and culturally shaped commitments to particular versions of modernization construct
moral quandaries and how our usual practices of casting social experience as
“natural” or “normal” obscure the greatly consequential working of “power” in
social life. Ex: Disability, tall-short bodies, thin-fat bodies (healthy but opposite is
not true).
Collective suffering is also a core component of the global political economy. There
is a market for suffering: victimhood is personified. Ex: British beef and French
concerns. The cultural representations of suffering shape it as a form of social
experience. Norms do somehow enfold into normality (and pathology). Political and
professional processes powerfully shape the responses to types of social suffering.
These processes involve both authorized and contested appropriations of collective
suffering. Medicalization for example – the state, institutions, and groups that contest
state control press (media) medicalization for its advantages in regulating persons,
their bodies, networks.
A major preoccupation in the western tradition has to do with the incommunicability
of pain, its capacity to isolate sufferers and strip them of cultural resources,
especially the resource of language. According to this view, to be in pain is to be in
certain about this knowledge. To be asked to react to another person’s pain is to be in
doubt about its existence.

3.10 PAIN – SUFFERING DEBATE
Is there a way to understand the shared experiences that victims go through in any
army camp? Social suffering as concept helps us to explain the fact that the reason of
pain is shared if not pain itself. Pain is the most grounded experience, how and under
what circumstances it can be shared is the point. There could be deep embodied pain
and physiological pain. Ex: pain during child birth and pain after still born babies are
distinct.
Questioning Misfortune
Another concept used to explain individual pain is misfortune. In fact, misfortune
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raises several questions: what is the matter? Why is this happening? What is to be
done? The second is the probing response to uncertainty. Misfortune demands action
and evaluation of consequences. People try medicines, rituals, and the services of
experts in their attempts to alleviate the problem and limit uncertainty. Finally,
uncertainty and response are linked to broader social and moral concerns that shape
and are shaped by them. The process of questioning, doubting, and trying out is
about social relationships as well as individual disorders.
We can only understand the experience of suffering by seeing subjects in `local
moral worlds’ and asking what is at stake for them (Kleinman and Kleinman 1991).
The fundamental question in the explanatory idiom is `who are you?’, a question that
is posed about the agent but reflects upon the victim. The human agents – cursers
and sorcerers are greater sources of danger and uncertainty. The misfortunes that
brought people to the diviners huts can be grouped in four categories: Failure of
health is by far the most frequent misfortune about which people go to divine. It also
encompasses strange behaviour, fits, fainting, signs of possession, and insanity. The
second category of misfortune might be called failures of prosperity. They included a
few consultations concerning poor crop yields and the once important activities of
hunting and trapping animals. Thus, a woman came to ask why money did not stay
in her working children’ pockets. A man inquired why business was so poor in his
shop; why did the girl’s eyes fill with tears every time she picked up a book?
Failures of gender include problems of marriage, reproduction and sexuality. There
were people who came to find out why their daughters refused to marry. A man
wanted to know why his two married daughters had returned home and were
refusing to go back to their husbands. But the more common concern was the
societal values of barrenness, that a woman was treated as a dry tree which did not
bear fruit.
A final type of misfortune comprises puzzles or portents indicating conflicts and
failures of personal safety. Lightning that strikes a person, crops, or house belongs in
this category; so do snakebite and being hit by a motor vehicle. Finding medicine
was fairly common and sometimes people felt ill immediately they stepped over
something or tasted the beer etc. The greatest puzzle of all is death; a mourner cries,
`this is a wonder – we are puzzled. Families always look for a reason behind death,
even when an old person dies after serious illness. Although people not close to the
deceased may say he died of sickness and old age, close relatives do not accept that
the failure of life itself is simply that.
When conceptualizations of misfortune are deeply social, when bodies are seen in
terms of their surroundings and vice versa, then we cannot understand suffering and
health without seeing them in social and cultural terms. Not only does curing
sometimes fail in the sense that a patient does not recover, but healing also fails
when in doubt, stress and hostility are the outcome of questioning and treating
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misfortune (cf Kleinman 1980:82).
In Dewey’s terms, there is a variety of antecedent ideas with which people try to
secure their existence when it is threatened by misfortune. The existence of
alternatives is important for the issue of uncertainty. Afflicted people try out a plan
of action to see if it works. Diviners say frankly that if the line of treatment they are
proposing does not help, the family should go and divine elsewhere. In view of this,
the argument is - Is this not true with us too in urban societies? Does this not apply
even to biomedicine in terms of treatment?

3.11 LET US SUM UP
The biomedical understanding of pain is restrictive as it only confines to the pain that
is manifested and quantifiable. What happens to the pain that defies the language and
the social and political contexts?. Sociology of health critically examines the clinical
expectation of pain and the politics of pain management.

3.12

GLOSSARY

Pain:
Heart distress:

Social suffering:

a distressing feeling often caused by intense or
damaging stimuli.
It occurs when the flow of blood to the heart is
blocked. The blockage is most often a buildup of fat,
cholesterol and other substances, which form a plaque
in the arteries that feed the heart.
"Social suffering" takes in the human consequences of
war, famine, depression, disease, torture--the whole
assemblage of human problems that result from what
political, economic, and institutional power does to
people--and also human responses to social problems
as they are influenced by those forms of power.
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INTRODUCTION

In understanding health and healing, religion and medicine have always played
significant role, inter-related, compared and interdependent. Religion, healing, health
and medicine are often interrelated in acquiring a healthy society. As part of healing
system, religious ritual contributes a large role. Religion in a simple way could be
defined as moral reformer, ethnic identity, health stimulator or spiritual tranquility. It
is undeniable to the extent that religion has impact on the psychology and social
behavior of an individual. To some extent, religion is seen as a way to attain peace
and emotional strength, especially in times of illness and healing process. In this
module we will try to discuss on the relation and interdependence of religion and
medicine in the process of healing and health care. We shall discuss on how religion
and medicine co-exist in the process of healing and control of the body, both
determining each other. The medical missions have claimed to have used medicine
as humanitarian outreach program; however, it has been assumed that medicine was
used among the colonized states, especially among the tribal areas as means of
conversion. Eventually we will also discuss religion and the body, the body as an
object which acts both as physical that gets sick, treated and healed and the body as
the divine soul carriers which needs to be healed and cleanse to attain salvation.
Since when has man discovered medicine is not known, but ever since human exist,
diseases certainly prevailed in the society. Udwadia (2000) stated that medicine was
used as a form of magic and priestly art in the early stage of human history.
Uncertain form of illness, unknown diseases and sickness results in developing
healing system in the society. When defining healing, it means healing of illnesses,
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pain, wounds through medical practices, and aesthetic superstitious rituals by
sorcerers or shamans and even healing of the mind that has been performed through
meditation. Healing through ritual and sacrifices often relates with special force
which are often considered as supreme high power. This concept of highly supreme
power is then referred to as god/s. Sickness and diseases are believed to be caused by
evil spirits which are encountered through ritual practices to the supreme god/s.
Thus, healing practice through religious rites is still popular even today among some
religion and society.

4.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, you should be able to:
 analyze the relationship between religion and healing process;
 Describe the interrelationship between religion and scientific medicine;
 Discuss relevance of studying interrelation between Religion and Scientific
Medicine today.

4.3

RELIGION AND HEALING

Healing has always been said to have related with every religious belief. What is
healing is one question to be understood. How we define healing and interpreted may
differ from person to person. Oxford English dictionary has defined healing as ‘to
become sound or becoming healthy again.’ The pain that one feels, sufferings that
one endures and torment one goes through could have been experienced by the
physical body and the mind. In religious context, the health of one’s physical body
and mind signifies the health of one’s spirituality. Thus, the implication of healing in
simple understanding is to make the mind, soul, body and spiritual in a good
condition. Healing of physical illness, emotional pain, tranquility of the mind has
been an important factor in religious institution. Performing of religious rites was
common even during the period of Mesopotamia, Egyptian civilization and even in
ancient Persia culture. In earlier days, diseases and sickness were believed to have
been sent by evil spirits and carries to the body, and healing had been conducted
through religious rituals. Here in the early period of mankind, there was a believed
on the existence of evil spirits and demons that were responsible for causing illness
and disease. At the same time there was a belief on super natural being who cast
away evil omen that brought illnesses and diseases.
In the Mesopotamia era, sickness and diseases were regarded to be caused by one’s
own sin. A man was regarded as committing a sin when he displeased and neglected
the gods and as a punishment diseases and sickness were given to them. Gradually, it
was the priest who would act as the physician and performed magico-empiric
medicine as well as drugs and minor operation. Medicine made of garlic, onions,
leeks, spices and condiments were very popular in ancient times.
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Even among the Egyptian civilization, it was believed that diseases were caused by
evil spirits which weaken the carrier body. The gods were believed to have cure and
also use the practice of magic and medicine with herbs. Art of medicine was
famously used in Egypt as they are well known for the perseverance of mummy.
(Udwadia: 2000). The priest and physician was one person who would perform both
empiric medicine as well as surgery. In the ancient culture, religious healing was
more of magical performance. The medical knowledge includes herbal knowledge,
empiric medicine and sorcery, which were commonly performed in the process of
healing. The religious priest held important distinctive role in performance of healing
as he is the physician and the sorcerer as well as the priest.
Furthermore, if we look into world religion like Hinduism; medical knowledge is
one important entity that performs healing of illness. The priest held a highly
prestige position, where he danced and chants mantra for the sick. The shamans are
one popularly known as medicine man among the Indians tribes, aborigines of
Australia, and few African tribes. The shaman would dried up the medicinal herbs,
carry bones, splinters, pebbles, decorated items of feather, quills, beads etc.,. She/he
would carry medical book and chant some lore and mantras to figure what kinds of
illness is being cast upon a person and what could be the treatment précising over by
beating of drums and exorcism (Waddle:1909) .
Not to forget, the popular Indian medical system known as Ayurveda has a long
history with healing of the physical, mental and spiritual of an individual. Yoga is
one practice of Hindu philosophy which profess principles and discipline of mental
harmony and constant physical fitness. Yoga is widely practiced in contemporary
west culture as a form of attaining mental tranquility and a source of optimistic
attitude towards life. Atamjit Singh (1983) has stated that among the Sikhs, all
sufferings of mankind, be it physical, mental or spiritual are an outcome from man’s
ego. He later mentioned the singing of hymns of the Guru Granth Sahib to heal their
emotions. The physical body is not separated from the mind, which requires a
balance with the surrounding environment. As human advocate learning and
knowledge, the thought of searching for treatment eventually led to invention of
empirical medicine with the participation of priest who was highly sanctified in the
society.
The question of why religion is associated with healing practice is often an argument
in academic discipline. When traced human history, diseases and illness occurred in
every society. The attitude of seeking healing through magico-medicine in early days
was merely due to the perception of diseases as associated with evil spirit and
demons. As human civilization changes with times, new religions are being
introduced into the society. Religious teaching has slowly moved away from
traditional and animistic belief in nature or supreme forces. The art of healing
through herbs or sorcery were slowly fading with the changes in nature of healing
through scientific knowledge. However, in some tribal society healing through
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sacrificial rituals and magico are still into practice. Here, healing system has
highlighted the cultural structure of society. One cannot just convert the faith of
supernatural healing or sorcery as it has deeply rooted with one’s faith and religion.
However, the matter of healing not just includes being physically ill and being cured,
but, the philosophy of healing and medicine slowly enter a phase of balancing
between the body and the mind. For instance, yin and yang forces of nature of the
Chinese philosophy where in Chinese traditional medicine, they are seen as a
complementary force or a balance between the body and the surrounding. To attain a
strong healthy body, one needs a peaceful mind with proper physical exercises. This
theory is also is quite related to yoga in terms of balancing physical body health with
a mindful body.
The concept of healing of the mind and of the body becomes an important matter.
Healing then means not only healing of physical pain and casting away diseases, but
healing of the sufferer’s mind and most importantly of the individual’s soul. A new
concept of differentiating healing of the body and of the soul has become popular in
contextualizing Christianity and body. This approach of characterizing healing of the
body, the mind and the soul in Christianity reflected the reformation of the body and
also the interrelationship of scientific medicine and spiritual healing of religion. The
transformation from Dark Age era to medieval era and then to present brings into
limelight the immediate phase of scientific medicine and religion. Scientific
medicine and religious healing has always been going interdependent on each other
until the 19th century (Koenig: 2000). Despite seeing scientific medicine as an
independent system of healing, religion and scientific medicine actually never loosen
their string of attachment in attempt to perform healing.

4.4

RELIGION AND SCIENTIFIC MEDICINE AS A MISSION

The most interesting interrelationship of religion and scientific medicine is their
participation in mission as a form of charity and of conversion. Christianity is one
illustration for medical mission and hegemony of conversion. The medical mission
carried out by Christian missionaries has raised many debatable issues on the cultural
and social practices. In the case of medical mission, scientific medicine has a close
meaning to their gospel mission. Christian missionaries were almost in every
territory of the colonized states in the 19th and 20th century, spreading across Africa
and Asia. Christian medical mission aimed at reaching to the world, using Christ as
the metaphor –the healer. The Christian missionaries believed that Jesus ministry
was to preach and heal the sick. Likewise, in attempt to revive the works of Christ as
healer, Christian missionaries’ purpose was to heal; one, of the physical pains and
the other of the lost soul for eternal life. These two factors subsequently occupied the
objective of missionaries and in doing so, scientific medicine was interpreted not just
as science but the work of God, which human created as God’s gift.
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Medical mission is spread across to secure health care and social well-being. More
than a religious mission, medical mission was taken out on humanitarian ground. But
how is religion related to this? Talcott Parsons (1944), an American Sociologist has
stated that religious and magical practices have disappeared due to the consequences
scientific knowledge. The scientific medicine used by the missionaries is
characterized by scientific knowledge, dismissing traditional healing as well as
degrading the popularity of rituals healing and superstitions. Religious institutions
like Christian medical mission or Rama Krishna mission as such has widely taken a
health care program to economically weaker sections. Treating the health and
illnesses of laymen indicate the prevailing relationship of scientific medicine and
religion. Advertising health education as a tool for promoting healing and spiritual
miracles, the body has one important body object for religious healing and scientific
medical healing. The shift from traditional medicine to scientific medical knowledge
and to medical mission in the 19th century, there is a popular healing system
attaining physical and mental healing through religious faith and spiritual power.
This brings forward a question whether religion controls the body through scientific
medicine. Or has scientific medicine obliterate religious faith healing which is
debatable question to be discussed.

4.5

AMBIGUITIES OF RELIGION AND SCIENTIFIC
MEDICINE OVER THE BODY

Most importantly, the implication of healing is to live a long life. Every religion
believed that death is certain and in spite of the universal truth of the existence of
death, man seeks physical body healing. This associates the dramatic relationship of
religion and the soul healing of mankind where the body is the temple and the soul
bearer. Religion like Zoroastrianism defines bodily sickness as sickness of the soul
and spirituality. Similarly, Christianity defends that the body is responsible for the
sin one committed. Even though it will get decay, but the soul will get resurrected
which argued needs to be taken care of.
The body is the center of interest in religious teaching as well as in the social
structure of mankind. In sociology and anthropology, body has been seen as a
culturally shaped which is responsible for the social actions (Mauss: 1979). Also
Foucault (1977) has stated that the body is the effect of social regulation of power
and knowledge. The body has become a metaphor in religious belief. In short,
religion tries to restrict the power and knowledge of the body, attempting to control
the social behavior of an individual spiritually.
The early Christian and Jews see the body as the carrier of death and life, where the
soul resides in it. Judaism believed that when human body dies the soul went to God
leaving the physical body behind (Jacobs: 1997). The body is treated with respect, if
sick led to sickness of the soul according to the belief of Zoroastrianism. Like
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Christianity and Judaism, Zoroastrianism believed that once the body dies, the soul is
prepared for the spiritual world. Henceforth, it is necessary to attain a peaceful and
harmony body which free from evil thoughts (Williams: 1997).
The body was determined as unruly, not restricted and a threat to the society in the
early Christian eras (Turner: 1997). After the reformation of the body, the modern
western concept on body has change. The Protestant church attempt to eliminate the
old practices of worshipping of nature, superstitious belief and ritual sacrifices. And
yet, the body is moreover controlled by the mind establishing discipline and
restricting the flesh of the body (Mellor and Shilling: 1997). Here, the mind attains
the power to exercise the body from sinful acts which is seen inappropriate for
religious faith or for the social wellbeing.
The body in Christianity can be defined as a split of the mind and the flesh (Turner:
1997). The idea of life after death implies the representation of soul salvation or soul
healing. This concept of soul healing has been largely carried out by Christian
missionaries relatively using scientific medicine. If the body is weak, it is physically
unfit to receive the moral values of religious principles. Hence, the body is taken
care with medical treatment to keep it strong fulfilling the desire of soul healing. It is
believed that man is born as sinner who committed evils and unruly character and
whose soul needs to be saved. Henceforth, the body is necessary to be purified from
the world of sins by controlling the mind and flesh by restraining from sinful
thoughts, restricting diets, encouraging healthy habits and other good practices.
Christian faith recur the body in Christ, in which the body is the holy temple of the
soul.
Medical mission had set-up an expedition of Christianizing many nations in Asia and
Africa as we had mentioned earlier. Scientific medicine was strongly used targeting
the body against diseases, suffering, and sickness and most importantly eliminating
the bodily performance of superstition, replacing with “saving the body and soul”.
The achievement of using scientific medicine as a backdrop of Christianizing may
bring about issues on religion versus scientific knowledge. As in traditional society
where the priest performed both ritual and art of healing, the modern society and
religion may raise question on the competition of religious faith healing and
scientific medical knowledge.
How is the body used by religion through scientific medicine? Christian medical
mission fits the representation of body, healing and medicine. The body is very much
colonized by the Christian missionaries over indigenous group. Arnold (1993) has
stated that the body has been disciplined with the emerging system of power and
knowledge, using as a site for construction of authority and legitimacy. It is
undeniable how medical mission has used scientific medicine to reach the
indigenous people. It was their motives that matters. Scientific knowledge of healing
was gateway for saving the soul of the non-Christians. The medical Christian
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missions articulate that healing of diseases and illness are fulfilled through miracle
healing of faith where scientific medicine was stated to be God’s perfect gift as a
mechanism in performing healing.
Bishop Spreiter (1911) stated that the missionaries are mainly care-givers and
physicians of the soul. The care for the body is not the main aim, but only a very
important means for the great apostolic aim of saving souls. The interpretation of
sufferings and sin in the context of healing connects the emotional free-guilt of a
person from being a sinner. The sick and sufferers’ pain is not the only target of
medical mission, but to control and regulate the mindset of the sufferers through
faith and miracle healing. Here, scientific medical knowledge has been legitimized
by medical mission, introducing and interpreting scientific knowledge of healing as
“faith healing”. The body has been subjugated and became a site for religious faith
healing using scientific medicine.

4.6

RELEVANCE OF STUDYING INTERRELATION
BETWEEN RELIGION AND SCIENTIFIC MEDICINE
TODAY

Religion has determined the social phenomenon and well-being of the society,
regulating the mental ability and emotional strength of an individual. It is believed to
have restricted the social behavior and cultural values of the society. It also enhanced
to have motivated an individual within his/her social community and improving the
mental ability and psychological behaviors of an individual (Oman and Thorenson:
2002, Koenig: 1997). The modern Protestant body explanation has encouraged on
self-reflexivity and individuality (Shilling and Mellor: 1997). Henceforth, this
concept has encouraged on the idea of taking care of one’s body and restricting the
body with healthy diet and physical exercise. Originally, the idea of restricting and
controlling the body (flesh) by the mind was that of to achieve the body restraining
from sexual desire, sinful thoughts. But soon the modern Protestant body stimulated
medical profession, developing good life, and good health methodology. Such
development on the knowledge of the body and health make an individual
understands the knowledge of controlling their bodies. This statement can be
illustrate with an example of the Adventist Church, where the Church members are
restrained and restricted from drinking alcohol, smoking tobacco, consumption of
pork and some are even controlled from drinking tea as it is considered health
hazard.
With the development of science and technology, the body has become a site of
dominance in medical world. Religion and rationality may argue and clash upon
certain facts; however, the emphasis upon the body has been continued, making
meaning and knowledge out of it. The body which comes after the soul as defined by
Luther (Tripp: 1997) becomes prior importance in attempt to survive in the scientific
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society. In the social structure, the body has been seen as constructed by the culture
itself. The health, life span, disease, birth and crude rate are all said to be affected by
the social actions rather than religious behavior in rational explanation. With regard
to this, religion then reform the notions of body by preserving with medical
knowledge, interpreting the control of body by extending their hands in medical
mission in attempt to control the flesh and mind of an individual.
The interplay role of religion and scientific medicine has been argued and questioned
over whether religion should accept rational knowledge. Over a year, one has
doubted if a religious man can be a medicine man at a same time, clashing the
knowledge of science and religious doctrine (Porterfield: 2005, Koenig: 2000). In
modern society with advances of scientific knowledge, is religion still important in
the process of healing?
The medical mission today has shine out with scientific knowledge acquiring
experience in chemistry, biology, genetics, physiology (Porterfield: 2005), that
enables them to excel more in their medical mission profession. Medical hospitals,
colleges and health care institution has been established and run by religious
institution as an outreach program. Perhaps, the mechanism of religion being more
superior to scientific medical knowledge has been changed.
The interpretation of illness has become more varied than just a cause of diseases.
Psychosomatic rate has increased. Healing of diseases may have been done easily
with scientific medicine and technology. But with diseases, there rises mental
distress, where man search for solace and comfort. With regard to role played by
religion on health treatment, many find religion as a comforter. A person feels that if
they pray, they find peace and hope while battling their illness (Butler. et al, 2003).
Diseases like AIDS and cancer, which were unfamiliar before 20th century, are seen
as deadly diseases, where the victim’s emotion is deeply affected by the social
stigmatization (Sontag: 1978). Such chronic patients often end up facing towards
spiritual peace hoping for a better quality of life. For the desire of attaining spiritual
empowerment and mental peace, the mind leans towards religion leaving scientific
medicine for bodily cure.
With the invention of scientific drugs and materialistic culture, the pain and suffering
of an individual may be different from that of the early days; however, religion and
medicine both intercept pain and suffering of the victim. While some accepted
religion as reliever, it is argued that religion has caused more pain. Mental health
profession has blamed religion as the main cause of mental illness like schizophrenia
or acute mental disorder. It has been stated that person with schizophrenia is likely to
be victim to mental disorder due to religious conviction (Koenig: 2000)
We have mentioned that before medicine was invented, diseases were determined
within the realm of religious practices and the priest conducted sorcery or magico45

medicine. Rational knowledge and invention of technology neither change the
conception of religious belief, however, may have change an individual thinking. But
religious institution has participated in health care and medical mission keeping up
the social needs. Religion still acts upon the great Samaritan in healing ministry
despite the popularity of scientific medicine.
Participation in political and economic instability is one aspect of the
interrelationship of religion and scientific medicine. Religious groups or institution
often took initiatives as a volunteer or donor in political unstable region or when
natural calamities occur. Medical philanthropy continues to grow resulting inspiring
many NGOs and peer group who are inspired by religious motives (Porterfield:
2005). The process of outreach program and healing ministry led by religion may be
different from the early days, but religion institution runs many counseling centers
which enable to motivate sick and ill person. Most counseling center offered
psychologist who either treated a person with scientific medicine or through
theological understanding. In both ways, it attempts to heal a person scientifically
and spiritually. Such spiritual, mental and physical healing contributes to the
interplay of religion and scientific medicine in present society.
Modern explanation of the body includes educating the mind, controlling an
individual behavior in order to fit in the civil society. Gradually, psychological
testing was developed by twentieth century (Shilling and Mellor: 1997) to
understand the level of man’s intelligence and mental health. This psychological
testing was in attempt to understand the ability of an individual in his/her society.
The disciplining of the body in religion and scientific knowledge, one may argue
upon each other, yet cannot separate the way. For example, sexual desire was seen as
sinful act which cause harm to the soul according to Christian faith, on one hand
scientific explained that sexual interaction led to disease and sickness. In a way, both
religion and scientific knowledge agree upon the moral value of an individual and
keeping the body healthy and sound to be fit in both religious domain and civil
society.

4.7

LET US SUM UP

It is a debatable issue on whether the relationship of religion and medicine is still a
relevant question. Every society once had a religion, and that religion once abide the
social structure. Hence, the understanding of healing through religion or scientific
medicine depends on the conceptualization of an individual and her/his social
surroundings.
The development of scientific medicine may create a competition with religious faith
healing. The constant debate is, is religion and medicine intertwined? Are they
complementary? Many societies see the rises of western medicine preferring over
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traditional medicine, herbs and other alternative healing systems. However, it is
religion itself that has used medicine within the realm of ministry since the time of
traditional religion in attempt to cast away diseases, pain, sickness and omen. And
religion itself used scientific medicine as a gateway to reach indigenous group. In a
way scientific medicine became the best suitable material for philanthropy outreach
works used by religious institution. Scientific ideas may clash with religious belief,
especially on the question of faith and healing. However, medical scientists do not
deny the fact of power of prayer to their patients. More than the question over who
heals who or claiming of super natural power and superiority, the interplay of
religion and scientific medicine on social behavior is more worthwhile to
acknowledge.
Is religion good or bad for health? Is scientific medicine good or bad for health?
Both determines their advantages and disadvantages in the social behavior.
Proponent of any religious teaching excludes something harmful for the individual or
to the society either. Every religion tries to accomplish a healthy mind with peace.
Henceforth, with the new discoveries of scientific knowledge and medical power,
religion may motivate or discourage a person, give a positive mind set or negative
thoughts, but the question on the validity of religion and scientific medical healing
will always be a relevant argument.

4.8

GLOSSARY

Religion:

a set of beliefs concerning the cause, nature, and
purpose of the universe, especially when considered as
the creation of a superhuman agency or agencies,
usually involving devotional and ritual observances,
and often containing a moral code governing the
conduct of human affairs.

Healing:

the process of making or becoming sound or healthy
again.

Sickness:

the feeling or fact of being affected with nausea.
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